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Annotate
Readers

to show

their
texts

understanding

less is MORE!

• underline unfamiliar words

Define

• draw arrows
to show related ideas
• number
1. steps
2. lists
3. details
• jot questions and confusions
• label important ideas
• note ideas that you disagree with
• mark humorous ideas
• mark ideas/quotes you like
• write main ideas
• connect with text
Text-to-text

Text-to-world

Text-to-media

Text-to-self

?
*
!
J
<3
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Punctuating Titles
1) In print, titles of longer or bigger works are italicized, or printed in italics. In handwritten
papers, underlining is used to set off the words in some kinds of titles:
•

Books

•

Plays

•

Sculptures

•

Painting •

•

Ships

•

Aircraft

2) Use “quotation

•

•

•

Newspapers

•

Magazines

•

Pamphlets

Television series

•

CD titles

•

Ballets

•

Operas

Spacecraft

•

Musicals

•

Movies

Book length
poems (Epic
poems)

marks” to enclose the titles of shorter or smaller works:

•

Short stories

•

Essays

•

Short poems

•

•

Articles

•

Chapters of
books

•

Television
episodes

•

Songs

Part I - Directions: Add underlining or “quotation marks” wherever needed in the following sentences.
1. The book American Folk Toys includes directions for making many simple toys.
2. Some students in ballet class will have roles in the Nutcracker Suite.
3. Our group is studying Walter de la Mare’s poem The Listeners.
4. One of my favorite episodes of Star Trek was called The Trouble with Tribbles.
5. The short story A Time of Beginnings was about the life of an artist.
6. In the history book Across the Centuries there’s a chapter called Colonial Americans-How They Lived.
7. Walt Disney’s film Fantasia was the first color cartoon to feature classical music.
8. The song Tomorrow is from my favorite musical Annie.
9. I enjoyed Jack London’s story To Build a Fire and his novel The Call of the Wild.
10. North by Northwest is a classic Alfred Hitchcock film.
11. The famous opera Madame Butterfly has a tragic story line.
12. My aunt Lulu always sends me a subscription to National Geographic magazine at Christmas time.
14. Lord Byron’s poem Don Juan is so long that it fills an entire book.
15. The space shuttle Colombia landed perfectly after its flight.
16. I hope to see the exhibit about the Titanic at the Metreon in San Francisco.
17. The San Francisco Examiner had a great article called 49er’s and Raiders Clash.
18. I really liked the way Catherine McPhee sang Somewhere Over the Rainbow on American Idol.
19. Did you like Langston Hughes’ story Thank You Madam?
20. The song Listen on Beyonce’s new album B’Day is from the upcoming movie Dreamgirls.
PART II
Work in your notes to create sentences with a song title, movie title, poem, book, T.V. show, T.V. series
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*FATt Topic/Claim Sentence
•
•
•
•

The *FATt sentence combines the essential reference information for a specific work such as the author, the title, text type and the
main point the author strives to convey.
It is often used as topic sentence, but can transform into a *FATt claim, too.
This sentence transforms students writing because it gives pertinent information within one sentence, and allows students to
develop their paragraphs accordingly.
It’s like MULTIPLICATION- order doesn’t matter!

Focus is not a summary!

*Author’s purpose: the verb that shows the author’s intention or
why they wrote what they wrote.
Focus: the author’s main point / moral / claim.
Author: Always use the author’s full name the first time you
mention him/her. Check spelling carefully. Every subsequent mention
of the author should be last name only.
Title: Check the mechanics of your title. Books (Novels) are
underlined or italicized—NEVER BOTH, and articles, poems, and
essays are put in quotation marks.

(author’s purpose)
Analyze
Argue
Compare
Contrast
Conclude
Define
Describe
Discuss
Explain
Explores
Evaluate

Illustrates
Introduce
List
Justify
Predict
Prove
Review
Shows
Suggest
Summarize
Support
State
Question

text type: Clarify for the reader what kind of text it is.
For example, you could be referring to an
o novel
o article,
o Children’s book,
o short story,
o memoir or autobiography,
o essay
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20 Essential Academic Words: Author’s Purpose Verbs
1.

WORD
Analyze

DEFINITION
To examine by breaking something down into smaller parts

SYNONYM
Break down / examine

2.

Argue

Provide reasons or evidence to support or oppose

Claim / persuade

3.

Compare

Identify similarities between items

Connection / Distinguish

4.

Contrast

Find differences between items

Differentiate / Delineate

5.

Define

To explain and describe the meaning and exact limits of something

Describe / explain

6.

Describe

Report what one observes or does

Illustrate / report

7.

Discuss

8.

Explain

9.

Explore

Debate / discuss/ examine
To write about a subject in detail, especially considering different ideas and opinions
related to the subject
To make something clear or easy to understand by describing and giving more information clarify / discuss / demonstrate
about it or provide reasons
Investigate / study / discover
to inquire into or discuss a subject or issue in detail

10.

Evaluate

Establish value, amount, importance, or effectiveness in a careful and thoughtful way

assess / gauge / figure out

11.

Illustrate

To explain or make something clear by using examples, charts, pictures, etc.

Explain / clarify / show

12.

Justify

To show something is reasonable, right, or true, through the use of logic, reason, or
evidence

Defend / support

13.

Prove

To demonstrate the truth or existence of something by evidence or argument

Verify / support

14.

Review

To examine or assess something formally with the possibility or intention of ___ change if
necessary

Evaluate / assess

15.

Show

To allow a quality, emotion, or characteristic to be displayed or perceived

16.

Suggest

To put an idea, quality, emotion, or characteristic forward for consideration

Demonstrate / make visible or
obvious
Propose / recommend / encourage

17.

Summarize

Retell the essential details of or all main ideas of what happened

Recap / review

18.

Support

Offer evidence or data to illustrate your point

Cite / justify / maintain

19.

State

To express something definitely or clearly

Express / voice / declare
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*FATt Topic/Claim Sentence Continued…
(author’s purpose)
Analyze
Argue
Cite
Compare
Contrast
Conclude
Define
Describe
Discuss
Explain
Explores
Evaluate

Illustrates
Introduce
List
Justify
Predict
Prove
Review
Shows
Suggest
Summarize
Support
State
Question

* illustrates

* shows

Focus= One must be open to
trying new things

Focus= success is viewed as both a
good and a bad thing

Author= Dr. Seuss

Author= Margaret Mead

Title= Green Eggs and Ham

Title= The Egalitarian Error

text type= children’s book

text type= book

1. Dr. Seuss in the children’s book Green Eggs and Ham illustrates that one
must be open to trying new things.
2. In the excerpt from Margaret Mead’s book, The Egalitarian Error,
Mead shows how success is viewed as both a good and a bad thing.
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ACE + “Say” Mean Matter
So What?
Integrate the question or prompt
within your answer.

This is a direct reference to the
text- either through an exact
quote or a paraphrase of the
quote.
“

This is about interpretation.
You need to cite the context of the quote
first, and then give an idea about what it
means second.

” (Author’s last name
pg).

In order to do this, first answer the
questions:
1. WHO is speaking?
2. To WHOM?
3. WHAT does the quote say
(summarize it!)?
4. WHERE and WHEN was the
quote said?
5. WHY did the character say the
quote?

Be sure to use TIES and include
the page number in MLA
format.

Once you’ve established the context,
“read between the lines” and try to
interpret what you think the author
means in this particular quote.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

___ can be considered…
The theme of the story is…
The character’s personality can be
described as…
___ is/is not…
___ can be considered…
___ is better than
___ can be explained by…
The answer to ___ is…
The solution to ___ is…
After much research, it is clear…
After thoughtful consideration, it is
evident…

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

The narrator/author/character states…
For example, …
According to ___, …
One significant fact is…
According to (text title/author/narrator)
…
The author illustrates…
The author describes __ by stating

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

This means…(basic training wheels)
This shows/suggests that…
This is significant because
In other words …
Based on the evidence, ….
This portrays…
As ___ states / suggests / shows (*word)
Essentially what this means is…

This is about the importance or significance
of the quote in relation to the theme of the
work.
In order to do this, answer these questions:
1. What are the implications?
2. Why is the quote important to the
story as a whole?
3. What is the significance of the quote?
What does it reveal about the human
condition?
4. How does this quote relate to the
theme and the author’s ultimate
purpose?
5. How does this quote relate to the
claim of your essay?
You should also consider these points:
a) Take a special look at the use of
language-particular words, phrases,
the tone of the work, symbolism or
metaphors
b) Connect this passage with the
meanings of other passages.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

This matters because… (basic training wheels)
As a result …
Accordingly, …
One can see that...
One again notices how...
This is because...
This is important because...
In addition...
Furthermore...
Therefore…
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Paragraph Structure + Transition Words
Topic Sentence (TS):
• Restate and Answer Question
o The TS introduces the main point of the paragraph.
“Say (Cite)”:
• Evidence, citations (direct quote), paraphrases, facts,
illustrations, examples - (proof)
o (Transition Words: Examples)
Interpretation (CMean):
• Interpretation, definition, explanation
o This sentence should show your understanding of the quote;
help people who are unfamiliar with text understand.
Significance (CMatter):
• Analysis, opinion, reflection, insight, evaluation(SO WHAT? How does your answer + citation answer to the
question)?
o It is the sentence that shows how the CD connects to TS.
Concluding/Closing Sentence (CS):
• Summarizes whole point of paragraph
o (Transition Words: Result)

Examples:
-For example
-Specifically
-In particular
-As a matter of
fact
-For instance,

Beginning

Middle

Subordinating
Conjunction

Adding:
-Moreover
-Furthermore
-In addition
-Additionally,

Transition Words
Contrast:
Similarity/Concession:
-However
-Likewise
-On the other
-Similarly
hand
-In the same way
-In contrast
-Otherwise
-Yet
-Nevertheless
-Even so
-However
-Although
-Even though
-Despite the fact that
-Despite

Result:
-As a result
-Therefore
-In effect
-Thus
-Consequently

Emphasis:
-In fact
-Actually
-In other words
-Namely
-With that said

(. Transition Word, ---) (; Transition word, --)
-Place comma after TW:
I like to read. In particular, books about the African continent arouse my curiosity.
-Place comma in middle of two complete sentences using a semicolon (;)
I have always had a dep interest in Africa; therefore, it is not surprising that my
personal library contains over five hundred volumes with an African theme.
(--, transition word, --)
-Place a comma before it and after TW
Several rare volumes of my African collection were damaged in a storm many years
ago. I have managed, nevertheless, to locate replacements for most of them.
(Transition words---, ---)
-Place a comma between independent and dependent clause.
Although I love In ‘N’ Out, I cannot eat it every day.
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Integrating Quotes: The “T.I.E.S.” method
(stolen liberally from a variety of sources)

Warning: Don’t Drop That Quote!
A “dropped” or “floating” quote is one which is simply plopped into a paragraph with no integration with your
own words. To avoid this, use smooth “T.I.E.S.” between quotations and your won writing. You don’t need to
use the whole sentence or quote. Chop the quote down to the chunk that best fits your sentence or paragraph
structure.
T.I.E.S.: Tag, Introduce, Embed, Split
(all quotes are cited using MLA guidelines, so use this to help you with in text citations)

v Tag: “Quote first”, Contest second ( ).
• “Where is my God? Where is He?” Weisel asks while suffering in Auschwitz (Douglas 61).
• “But the 1950s were not, in the end, as calm and contented as the politics and the popular culture
of the time suggested,” cautions historian Alan Brinkley, author of American History: A Survey
(817).
• “The social-media-inspired movements may hold all the power, but with very little long-term
effect” according to many scholars around the world (Rode).
• “It was the best of times, it was the worst of times,” wrote Charles Dickens in A Tale of Two
Cities about the end of the eighteenth century (35).
v Introduce: Context first, “Quote second” ( ).
• Weisel asks while suffering in Auschwitz, “Where is my God? Where is He?” (Douglas 61).
• According to some scholars around the world “[t]he social-media-inspired movements may hold
all the power, but with very little long-term effect” (Rode).
• For Charles Dickens wrote the end of the eighteenth century was both “the best of times” and
“the worst of times” (35).
v Embed: Context, “Quote,” Context (sandwich the quote) ( ).
• Weisel asks, “Where is my God? Where is He?” while suffering in Auschwitz (Douglas 61).
• According to some scholars “[t]he social-media-inspired movements may hold all the power, but
with very little long-term effect” around the globe (Rode).
• For Charles Dickens the end of the eighteenth century was “both the best of times” and “the
worst of times,” and many of his fellow Londoners shared this sentiment (35).
v Split: “Quote,” context, “quote” (note: be sure that the quote is long enough to split) ( ).
• “Where is my God?” Weisel asks, “Where is He?” while suffering in Auschwitz (Douglas 61).
• “The social-media-inspired movements may hold all the power” in some places around the globe
“but with very little long-term effect” (Rode).
• “It was the best of times,” said Dickens, and “it was the worst of times” (35).
T.I.E.S.: (Don’t DROP that quote)
“Quote first,” context second ( ).
Introduce Context first, “quote second” ( ).

Tag

Embed

Split

Context, “quote,” context ( ).
“Quote,” context, “quote” ( ).
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How to Write a CLAIM
Your claim is perhaps the most important part of your essay.
A claim functions like a road map to let the reader know
where you are planning to take them. Without a clear claim
(or road map) your reader may become lost trying to follow
your writing. A claim should explain what your essay is
going to be about as well as let the reader know how your
essay will be organized.
The best place for your claim is at the end of your opening
paragraph. This lets the reader know that you are ready to
begin proving your argument, expounding upon the topic, or making your point. A claim also
lets the reader figure out what the basic outline of your topic sentences will be.

Your claim should have two main parts:
The first part states the topic of the essay and your commentary about it:
• West Ranch High is great
• Odysseus’ evolution is because of his learning
• Nick Carraway is a reliable narrator
The second part contains the essay’s main points. These essentially become your 2-3 topic
sentences of your body paragraphs:
• Teachers, administrators, and students
• Humility and self-control
• Honesty, nonjudgmental attitude, and access to others secrets
You combine these two parts to form a claim:
• Arleta High School is great because of its amazing teachers, tireless administrators, and
dedicated students.
• Odysseus’ eventual evolution comes through learning a combination of strength and selfcontrol.
• Nick Carraway, from The Great Gatsby, is a reliable narrator due to his honesty, his
nonjudgmental attitude, and his access to others deepest secrets.
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Outline
Introduction:
1. Thoughtful Opening: “Quote,” credible fact, anecdote, OR background on theme/topic
2. Brief Summary about novel(s), short story, poem
3. Claim: (opinion DO NOT USE FIRST PERSON and support)
Body 1- Reason 1/Character 1/Support 1/Argument 1:
1. Topic Sentence (TS): Restate and Answer Question using support #1
2. Brief Summary/background
3. “Say (Cite)”: introduce quote/evidence with context and background (TIES)
(C.D.) context/background “

”( ).

4. Interpretation (CMean):
5. Significance (CMatter):
(SO WHAT? How does your answer + citation answer to the question)?
6. Concluding/Closing Sentence (CS): Summarizes whole point of paragraph
Body 2- Reason 2/Character 2/Support 2/Argument 2:
1. Topic Sentence (TS): Restate and Answer Question using support #1
2. Brief Summary/background
3. “Say (Cite)”: introduce quote/evidence with context and background (TIES)
(C.D.) context/background “

”( ).

4. Interpretation (CMean):
5. Significance (CMatter): (SO WHAT? How does your answer + citation answer to the question)?
6. Concluding/Closing Sentence (CS): Summarizes whole point of paragraph
Body 3- Reason 3/Character 3/Support 3/Argument 3:
1. Topic Sentence (TS): Restate and Answer Question using support #1
2. Brief Summary/background
3. “Say (Cite)”: introduce quote/evidence with context and background (TIES)
(C.D.) context/background “

”( ).

4. Interpretation (CMean):
5. Significance (CMatter): (SO WHAT? How does your answer + citation answer to the question)?
6. Concluding/Closing Sentence (CS): Summarizes whole point of paragraph
Conclusion:
1. Restate Claim
2. Summary or Recap of ALL main ideas
3. Thoughtful Closing- Universal thought!
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Works Cited
A Works Cited page is a list of sources used when putting
together the evidence in our paper.
There are a few general guidelines to note before correctly
documenting your sources:
The Works Cited page is always the last page of
your essay; located separately from the text of
the essay
Use 1” margins all around, with the same last
name, page number heading as the rest of your
paper
The page should be titled “Works Cited”
(centered on the page; with no quotation marks,
underlining, etc.)
Begin each entry in the left margin then indent
any additional lines
Double-space between all lines on the WorksCited page; do not skip lines between entries
Alphabetize the list by the first word in each
entry (usually by the author’s last name)
Use proper punctuation for titles of works*

Use the patterns below to make a list of the sources you used.
Books
o Last Name, First Name. Title of Book. City of Publication, Publisher, Publication Date.
o Example: Dickens, Charles. Great Expectations. New York: Dodd, Mead, 1942. Print.

Article
o Last, First M. "Article Title." Magazine Title. Date Month Year Published: Page(s). Print.
o Example: Rothbart, Davy. "How I Caught up with Dad." Men's Health Oct. 2008: 108-13. Print.

Electronical Source
o Last name, First name. "Article Title." Website Title. Publisher of Website, Day Month Year article
was published. Web. Day Month Year article was accessed. <URL>.
o Example: Cain, Kevin. "The Negative Effects of Facebook on Communication." Social Media Today
RSS N.p., 29 June 2012. Web. 02 Jan. 2013.

Dictionary
o Author Last, First M. "Entry Name." Def. Number. Website Title. Ed. First M. Last. Comp. First M.
Last. Trans. First M. Last. Publisher/Sponsor, Date Mon. Year Published. Web. Date Mon. Year
Accessed.
o "Citation" Def. 2. Merriam Webster Online, Merriam Webster, n.d. Web. 24 Sept. 2011.
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Directions: Examine your essay, and once these things are correctly done, then check the box.
Do not turn in your essay until all of these are fixed.

ESSAY REVISION CHECKLIST ESSAY REVISION CHECKLIST ESSAY REVISION CHECKLIST ESSAY REVISION CHECKLIST
BIG STUFF
CITATIONS
WEAK WORDS
FORMAT
Thoughtful Opening
Exciting, interesting, wise
Not about specific topics from text
1-2 sentences
Not a quote from the text
Introduction Paragraph
Mentions the story’s title
Mentions the author’s name
Correct italics or quotation marks for story’s title
Includes a brief summary
Has a claim/thesis statement
Claim / Thesis Statement
At the end of the intro paragraph
Is only one sentence
Is opinionated/arguable, not a fact
Is a list of three topics
The list is parallel
Topic Sentences
Each body paragraph has one
Is the 1st line of the paragraph
Is opinionated/arguable, not a fact
Doesn’t sound just like the other topic
sentences/doesn’t sound repetitive
Body Paragraphs
Has at least one quote from the text
Has your interpretation or understanding of the
quote
Provides the connection between your quote and
your opinion (claim)
Has a closing sentence that transitions to the next
topic
Conclusion Paragraph
Restates Claim or Thesis
Brings back the image form your thoughtful
opening
Zooms out at the end to more universal ideas for
all humanity
Has a solid thoughtful closing as the last line

Using Quotes
Includes Works Cited
Formats Page #’s Correctly
•
•
•
•
•
•

TIES IN PACKETS
She says, “I’m going to think of
it as a boarding house” (710).
At one point his mother asks,
“You’ll be all right, Peter?
You’re not afraid?” (708).
“And now let’s have the song,
Father…Please…The song is
the whole thing!” (708).
“I’m going to think of it as a
boarding house, she said (710).
“Margot’s so good…sweet and
bright and beautiful and” Peter
continued, “I’m not.” (763).
In peter’s own words, he is a
“sort of lone wolf,” completely
different form his parents and
the rest of family (709).

Delete from Introduction
I’m going to talk
about
In this essay
I will be explaining
Have you ever…
My topic is
Do NOT start with a
?
Imagine
Delete from ANYWHERE
in your Essay
You/I/we /our/me/my
Exclamation points
(!)
I think
I feel
I believe
In my opinion
FIRST PERSON!!!
Delete from Conclusion
After reading my
essay
I recommend this
story to
I recommend this
story to
Thank you for
reading my essay
As I said

I read my essay out loud to make sure the words flow and make sense.

Times new roman
12 pt font
Double-spaced
Each paragraph indented
(with indent button)
Page # in top right
corner
Correct header
• Name
• Teacher
• Period
• Date
Header & Title

• 12 pt font
• No bold
No Extra Space
between paragraphs
Fixed spelling errors

VOICE & STYLE
No street or
internet language
No use of
contractions
Checked for
confusing words
Checked for
repeated
words/phrases
Events in the story
should be talked
about in present
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Rubric
4

3

2

1

Organization/
Purpose

Clear & Coherent organizational
structure that is fully sustained
between and within paragraphs.
• Claim is thoughtfully presented in
the last sentence of introduction
• Logical progression with a variety
of transitions within and
between paragraphs
• Thoughtful opening in the
introduction and dramatic ending in
conclusion that relates back to
claim.

Evident organizational structure that
is adequately sustained between and
within paragraphs
• Claim is clearly presented in the last
sentence of introduction
• Logical progression with adequate
transitions within and between
paragraphs
• Clear opening in the introduction
and ending in the conclusion that
attempts to relate back to claim.

Inconsistent organizational
structure that is somewhat sustained
between and within paragraphs.
• Claim may be unclear or
misplaced
• Inconsistent progression with
inconsistent use of transitions
within and between paragraphs
• Opening and ending may be
unclear or unrelated

Little or no organizational
structure.
• Claim is confusing or missing
• Unclear progression with few or
no transitions within and between
paragraphs
• Opening or ending may be
confusing, missing, or unrelated

Evidence
Quote/
paraphrase

Evidence for the claim is thorough and
convincing with thoughtful use of
source material.
• Comprehensive and relevant
evidence from the text that clearly
supports the claim
• Specific and essential information
prefaces the evidence
(quote/paraphrase)
• Evidence is well integrated
• Clear citations or attribution to text

Evidence for the claim is convincing
with adequate use of source material.
• relevant evidence from the text that
supports the claim
• Specific and essential information
prefaces the evidence
(quote/paraphrase)
• Evidence is integrated
• Clear citations or attribution to text

Evidence for the claim with
inconsistent use of source material
• evidence from the text that
supports the claim may be unclear
• general information prefaces the
evidence (quote/paraphrase)
• Evidence is somewhat integrated
• Incorrect citations or attributions

Little or no evidence for the claim or
use of source material
• evidence from the text that may
supports the claim may be unclear
• No information prefaces the
evidence (quote/paraphrase)
• Evidence is not integrated
• No citations or attributions

Elaboration
Analysis

Analysis thoughtfully and convincingly
supports the claim
• Claim is thoughtfully maintained
throughout essay
• Comprehensive, thorough, and
relevant analysis that clearly
supports the claim

Analysis adequately supports the claim
Claim is clearly maintained
throughout essay
• Thorough, and relevant analysis that
clearly supports the claim

Analysis inconsistently supports the
claim
• Claim is maintained throughout
essay
• Relevant analysis that supports the
claim

Little or no analysis to support the
claim
• Claim is not
maintained throughout essay
• Confusing, missing, or unrelated
analysis that may not support
claim.

Response demonstrates an adequate
command of conventions
• Generally maintains a formal,
academic style throughout
• Evidence of thoughtful vocabulary
• Uses varied sentence structure
• Contains few grammar, spelling, or
punctuation errors

Response demonstrates a partial
command of conventions
• Attempts a formal, academic style
throughout
• Shows attempt of thoughtful
vocabulary
• Sentence structure is somewhat
varied
• Contains some grammar, spelling,
or punctuation errors

Response demonstrates little or no
command of conventions
• Attempts a formal, academic style
throughout
• Simple or inaccurate use of
vocabulary
• Sentence structure is not varied
• Contains many grammar,
spelling, or punctuation errors

Conventions
(syntax, vocabulary,
spelling, punctuation,
grammar)

Response demonstrates a strong
command of conventions
• Maintains a formal, academic style
throughout
• Evidence of advanced, thoughtful
vocabulary
• Uses varied sentence structure
• Contains few or no grammar,
spelling, or punctuation errors

•
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Modern Language Association (MLA Format)

MLA Format
• Times New Roman
• 12 Point Font
• Double Spaced

*
*

*

Stay in PRESENT tense
DO NOT USE
“I/ME/MY” (unnecessary,
especially since you’re not
including your opinion)
Do not talk directly to
reader “YOU”

§
§

§

Intext Citations Guide
The first time you use a source, it helps to introduce
the author’s full name, the title, and any other
pertinent information.
After this, you can use just the author’s last name.
o When author is not mentioned: (last name
32).
o When author is mentioned: (32).
If you change any wording within the quote use
brackets [ ]
15

Glossary
Article
Story

A written composition on a specific topic, usually non-fiction
A narrative focused on events happening in sequence.

Annotation

Notes taken on a given piece of text usually for the purpose of emphasizing key
ideas or making connections to other texts/personal experience

Central Idea

The main point of your essay, stated in your thesis statement.

Theme
Thesis Statement

Claim
Thoughtful Opening (hook)

Essay

Theme is what the story teaches readers. It is the life lesson, meaning, moral, or
message about life or human nature that is communicated by a literary work.
A short statement, usually one sentence, that summarizes the main point or claim of
an essay, research paper, etc., and is developed, supported, and explained in the text
by means of examples and evidence. Serves as a roadmap for an entire essay.
The claim is the argument in an argument essay. It is equivalent to a thesis
statement, but solely for an argumentative essay.
The first few sentences in your essay used to grab your readers’ attention in order to
keep them reading. Can include an anecdote, a credible fact/statistic, or a “quote.”

A piece of writing which presents, explains, argues, or describes a single topic or
idea(s).

Argumentative Essay

A type of essays that serves to persuade a reader that some particular point of view
is correct and the others are wrong. It should contain logical arguments and facts. It
shouldn’t be a simple state of a point of view.

Response to Literature
Essay

A type of essay that states an opinion about a story; more particularly a character,
the setting, plot, or theme.

Narrative Essay

a type of essay that tells a story in the form of linear events in sequential order.
Includes all elements of plot (conflict, climax, resolution, etc.) and usually contains
descriptive language and imagery.

Expository Essay

A type of essay whose purpose is to explain, illustrate, clarify, or explicate
something in a way that it becomes clear for readers.

Draft

A version of your writing that may be rewritten, revised, or polished if needed.

Structure

the organization of ideas and content within a piece of writing at the sentence or
paragraph level.
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Coherence

The quality of being logical and consistent.
Coherence in a paragraph is the technique of making words, phrases, and sentences
move smoothly and logically from one to the other. In other words, the ideas are so
interwoven and "glued" together that the reader will be able to see the consistent
relationship between them.

Transition

Transitions are words and phrases that provide a connection between ideas,
sentences, and paragraphs. Transitions help to make a piece of writing flow better.
They can turn disconnected pieces of ideas into a unified whole, and prevent a
reader from getting lost in the storyline.

Introduction

First paragraph of your essay. It should hook your reader, introduce your topic at its
most basic level as if you were speaking to someone who had never heard of it, and
contain a thesis statement in the last sentence.

Body

a content of your essay between its introduction and conclusion, that represents and
develops its main idea(s).

Conclusion

The final paragraph of an essay, where you should supply a good sense of closure
by including specific elements: repetition of your thesis statement, a brief review of
the essay’s main points, and a thought-provoking closing statement.

Paragraphs

A structured set of sentences that conveys one main idea of an essay. That divides
your text into logical parts. (5-8 Sentences?)

Topic Sentence
Concluding Sentence

First sentence of each paragraph that captures the main idea of what the entire
paragraph is going to be about
Last sentence of each paragraph which restates the main idea of the entire
paragraph

MLA Style

a citation style, used for the majority of essays and research papers. It’s considered
the simplest one of other styles, and it helps authors create alphabetical list of works
cited at the end.

Works Cited

a list of resources (books, websites, journals, papers, people, etc.) consulted by you
during the process of essay writing.

Citation

A reference to the source of information or quotes you used for your essay writing
always including inside of quotation marks.

In-text Citation

The purpose of an MLA in-text citation, sometimes called a parenthetical reference,
is to help readers easily find the sources in the Works Cited page that correspond to
your referenced passage.

(Lee 126).

(author’s last name pg #).
Cliché

An overused expression that tells a popular thought everyone knows.
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